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3 : 2 (the fifth), and 2 : I (the ocitave). Spcusippus observes further that 10 contains in it the ' linear', ' plane' and 'solid ' wtrieties of number; for J i.s a point, 2 is n line,1 '.i n triangle, ami 4 a pyramid.2
Figured numbers.
This brings ua once more to the theory of figured numbers, which .seems to go buck to Pythagoras himself. A point, or dot is used to represent 1; two dots placed apart represent y, nnd at the same time define the straight line joining the two dots; three dots, representing 3, mark out the first rectilinear plane figure, ti triangle; four dots, one of which is outsidts the plane contuining the other three, represent <1 ami also define the first rectilineal solid figure. It kchiiih clear that the oldest Pythagoreans were acquainted with the formation ol' triangular and square numbers by means of pebbles or dots3; and we judge from the account of Speusippus's book, On the Pythagoreu n Numbers, which was based on works of Philolaus, that the latter dealt witii linear numbers, pofygonul numbers, and ];lanc and solid numbers of all sorts, as ivel) un with the five regular solid figures.4 The varieties of piano numbers {triangular, square, oblong, pentagonal, hexagonal, and so on), solid numbers (cubo, pyramidal, &c.) arc all discussed, with the methods of their formation, by Niconwchus6 and Theon of Smyrna."
(a)  Triangular • number$.
To begin with trianyulur numbers. It was probably Pythagoras who discovered that the sum of any number ol' successive terms of the series of natunil numbers 1, 2, 3 ... beginning from 1 mnkes n triaugulur numlier. This is obvious enough from the following arrangement* of rows of point*;
Thus   I + 2+ 3 + ... +11 — $.n (it + I) is a triangular number
1 Cf. Aviat. Mctoph. '/.. 10, 103R li 12.     ' Theol. Ar. (Ast), p. 62. 17-22.
1 Cf. Ariut. jl/c/opA. N. C, 1092 ti 12.      < Theol. Ar. (AeL), p. (11.
1 Nicom. i. 7-11, 13-10, 17.	• Theon ofSmynm, pp."20-42.

